Opinions of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China
and the State Council Toward Development of Ecological Civilization
(“Toward Ecological Civilization Policy Document”)
- Adopted on April 25th 2015 Quantum Policy Shift
The Toward Ecological Civilization Policy Document represents the single most defining decision of China’s
leadership toward combatting climate disruption, by introducing large scale renewable and efficient energy solutions
toward carbon reduction. Moreover, it marks a decisive navigational shift in the direction of China’s industrial investment
policies by rebalancing growth objectives with environmental integrity and social wellbeing.
It introduces new measurements of economic and social accomplishment and calls new values in China that deemphasize consumption, instead emphasizing conservation. It puts in place the overarching policy mandate envisioning a
new type of growth built around new energy resource technologies and conservation of water and environment. In many
ways the document reverses certain policies of overgrowth that have characterized the last ten years of China’s
development.
The Toward Ecological Civilization Policy Document could prove a game changer, positioning China as global leader
in renewable and efficient energy infrastructure investments and technology production.
For the past two decades, China has mesmerized institutional investors with its phenomenal growth rates. However, the
environmental cost has been devastating, with China surpassing even America as the world’s largest producer of green
house gasses. China’s new leadership has taken this cost into account, and decided to reverse this process by creating a
new growth trajectory built on environmental economics rather than neo-liberal and neo-classical economics.
The following offers an explanation of how they intend to do it.
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Previous Singular Focus on GDP Growth and the Environmental Costs
To put the significance of the Toward Ecological Civilization Policy Document in perspective one must understand the
industrial growth policies of the last decade. During the political administration of President Hu Jintao and Premier Wen
Jiabao (2004-2013) the Central Committee and State Council adopted the “concept of scientific development,” a view that
perceived social and political stability as only maintained through accelerated materialist growth.
The official view was that environmental protection had to be discarded as an inevitable cost of growth.
GDP was officially fixed at a minimum of 8 percent during these years, believing this figure could assure broad based
employment. Officials were promoted primarily on the basis of GDP. This opened a Pandora’s box of government
promoted fixed asset investments in redundant infrastructure and real estate accompanied by plethora of unregulated
polluting industries. Social values of wealth accumulation and conspicuous consumption were encouraged as
measurements of social success.
Within a decade China became the largest producer of carbon in the earth’s stratosphere with the air in China’s major
cities deemed too toxic to breathe. An estimated sixty percent of China’s water systems were contaminated, threatening
water-food security and health. The costs of such devastation were not accounted for in China’s GDP measurements.
New Trajectory Decision
The Toward Ecological Civilization Policy Document represents a fundamental track change in China’s development
policies under the new administration of President Xi Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang. The trajectory of growth will shift
away from polluting industries with a new framework of growth based on renewable and efficient energy systems, water
recycling conservation systems, and smart urban planning. New measurements of social success will be introduced
emphasizing conservation and thrift through China’s media and the educational machinery with emphasis on values of
sustainability, underpinned by massive fiscal support for research and development in clean energy and water
conservation technologies as the new employment driver.
In short, the Toward Ecological Civilization Policy Document overturns the last decade’s measurements of economic
and social success and calls for educational programs to promote innovation and skills in creating a green, cyclical, and
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low-carbon development trajectory for China. It juxtaposes China’s newfound values of conservation against America’s
values of overconsumption, attempting to position the “China Dream” on higher moral ground.
The Magic of “Inception” – a Four Year Process
Work on this document began as early as 2011, at the UNFCC Cop 17 held in Durban, South Africa. Using the “inception”
approach, Himalayan Consensus provided consistent and progressive inputs to the Chinese authorities, concerning a new
approach to thinking and acting on climate change. In the end, they absorbed the ideas as their own. In short, they came
to own the concept of “environmental economics” as their own, now re-named “ecological civilization.”
“Inception” involves a consistent progression of idea suggestion to government officials using multiple channels.
Eventually, the officials adopt these ideas as their own. In short, the government must have total ownership over the
ideas, which become absorbed into policies that can then have transformational impact. The inception approach differs
entirely from arrogant methods of the Washington Consensus (finger waving + accusations + threats + funding premised
upon “conditionality”). Himalayan Consensus rejects this hard top down approach of nagging policy makers in other
countries to take certain actions, because often the result is to drive them to take counter-action.
The Long Road to Inception
The inception process Toward Ecological Civilization Policy Document began in 2011 November, at the UNFCC COP
17 negotiations in Durban, South Africa when Himalayan Consensus together with African Consensus jointly convened a
side event at which chief negotiators from China, India, Brazil, Singapore and Africa participated. It was very clear to
activists throughout the Durban UNFCC process that all moves by developing and lesser developed countries to try and
address climate disruption and call for mitigation measures were being blocked by negotiators from three countries –
USA, Canada, and Saudi Arabia – acting together in the interest of the fossil fuel industry.
The conclusion of the negotiating representatives from China, India, Brazil, and Africa was unanimous. Carbon trading is
not a solution to address the challenge of climate change. There must be total carbon reduction. Zero carbon must
become the new target. This will not occur through an umbrella agreement because it is impossible to bring all states
together given divergent interests and the dominance of the fossil fuel industry over the powers that be in Washington
D.C.. Instead, each nation will have to adopt its own policy program toward real carbon reduction, and there must be a
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new form of growth through the adoption of renewable and efficient energy systems. This view was expressed most
strongly by China and India who share the delicate ecology of the Himalayan mountain range – otherwise known as the
“Third Pole” as its glaciers are the watershed of at least one third of all humanity.
At the UNFCC Cop 17, the Himalayan and African Consensus jointly issued a document called, “The Global Consensus
on Climate Change,” that called for individual domestic policies by each nation to transition from fossil fuels to
renewables, supported by credit and fiscal policies toward zero carbon economies, and the document was endorsed by
the negotiators of China, India, Brazil, Singapore, and South Africa.
Pragmatism and Alternatives from Africa
At the Cop 17, Himalayan Consensus founder Laurence Brahm was invited to participate in a forum “Alternative Cop”
organized by South African students of Kwazulu University. The students had carefully mapped out an economic program
whereby South Africa could wean itself from fossil fuels while eliminating unemployment by creating jobs in areas of
renewable and efficient energy as a new growth driver. The roadmap “One Million Climate Change Jobs Now!” made
perfect sense to Brahm who brought it back to China.
Consultative Process in China and Reviving Zhu Rongji’s Approach
Upon returning to China in 2012, Brahm began a consultative process with leaders in China’s financial sector together
with Zhu Yanlai, Vice President of the Bank of China Hong Kong, who is the daughter of former reformist Premiere Zhu
Rongji. An initial document was drafted titled ‘Toward constructing ecological civilization’ supported by the ‘Sixteen
Measures on Green Macroeconomic Management and Growth’. Why the reference to “Sixteen measures”?
The significance of this document, and of adopting the term ‘Sixteen Measures on Green Macroeconomic Management
and Growth’ was intended to reflect an earlier document called the sixteen measures on macroeconomic control that was
adopted in 1992 that became the framework for China’s reform process throughout the 1990s, using planning tools to
create a market. This was the hallmark of Premiere Zhu Rongji’s policies of merging planning and market with unabashed
pragmatism. Zhu’s protégés today are Lou Jiwei, China’s finance minister, Zhou Xiaochuan, China’s central banker, Li
Wei, China’s leading think tank economist, and a host of other individuals who are today supervising the financial sector at
the highest levels of government.
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“Toward Construction Ecological Civilization” – 1st Draft
The earliest draft of the sixteen measures that Zhu Rongji adopted was personally drafted by two individuals, Lou Jiwei,
the current finance minister, and Li Jiange who was then Zhu Rongji’s monetary policy advisor and is today the chairman
of Shengyin Wanguo Securities. The initial draft of the Sixteen Measures on Green Macroeconomic Management and
Control was tabled at a meeting in Beijing between Zhu Yanlai, Laurence Brahm, Li Jiange, and chaired by Maurice
Strong, the former UN Undersecretary who convened the 1992 Earth Summit and is credited as the person who
articulated the term ‘sustainable development’.
This first draft in the process of evolving Toward Ecological Civilization Policy Document began by inviting Chinese
researchers to give their input, together with European experts in renewable and efficient energy systems. By 2013, the
document would be referred to Li Wei, who formally received it at the State Council Economic Development Research
Center where he served as minister. Li Wei was the former personal secretary to Zhu Rongji. The Center acts as the main
think tank of the State Council on economic policy. Li Wei sought a way in which this document could be further
developed in the framework of an overall economic cooperative program that could permit foreign inputs into China’s
policy matrix.
Under Li Wei’s instruction, in 2013 meetings were conducted at which EU delegation representatives were invited. The
overarching interest was to understand progress the EU has made on technologies for renewable and efficient energy
systems. Charles Parton, political counselor at the EU mission in Beijing, approached Laurence Brahm suggesting the
project for inception of renewable and efficient energy be brought under the EU-China Dialogue program and promptly
introduced Chris Brown who was managing the EU-China Dialogue program.
Task of Defining Ecological Civilization
The EU-China Dialogue Program had an existing framework with China’s Ministry of Environmental Protection. Chris
Brown proposed that the entire project be merged into the EU dialogue framework. Tang Dingding, head of the
international department of the Ministry of Environmental Protection received Laurence Brahm at his office, and explained
the urgent need to adopt the proposals into a formal policy framework, and arranged for the Strategic Policy Planning Unit
of the Ministry of Environmental Protection as counterpart.
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However, the requirement from the Ministry of Environmental Protection was to provide a definition for “ecological
civilization,” a concept attributed to President Xi Jinping that was only an idea requiring definition and purpose.
The process of defining Ecological Civilization became the framework for introducing an overarching policy matrix to
promote renewable and efficient energy systems, re-balance growth, and promote better social well being and
environmental protection within a new development paradigm for China.
“Toward Construction Ecological Civilization” – 2nd Draft
The defining of ‘ecological civilization’ became the main focus of a new document that was to evolve from the sixteen
measures. That document would be called ‘Institutional Innovation of Ecological Civilization’ and would be co-authored by
the working group of the EU dialogue program of Chris Brown, Laurence Brahm, Felix Richter, Yu Haipeng, and a team
within the Ministry of Environmental Protection. Joining this through an enlarged workshop were representatives of WWF,
Chen Boping, Sun Yiting, and a cross-section of officials, scholars, and environmentalists.
“Toward Construction Ecological Civilization” – 3rd Draft
The final outcome document would set proposals to the Ministry of Environmental Protection, would first of all define
ecological civilization as a concept building on sustainable development within the framework of having Chinese
characteristics. Moreover it would promote very clear policies of adopting fiscal credit, policies within a regulatory
environment to drive infrastructure investment and later business opportunities toward renewable and efficient energy and
water conservation and recycling systems. It was on the basis of this collective work, all of which was fed on a regular and
frequently timed interims to Minister Lou Jiwei of the Finance Ministry, that the policy document, opinions of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of China and the State Council on accelerating the development of ecological
civilization was finally adopted as a re-write of these earlier drafts on April 25th, 2015.
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Understanding the Inception Process: How Ideas Become Policy
The following is a comparison of the final opinions of the two documents:
-‐

Toward Construction Ecological Civilization “Opinions of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist
Part and State Council” (final draft adopted April 25, 2015) China’s new renewable policy mega green print, and;

-‐

Toward Construction Ecological Civilization “Sixteen Measures on Green Macro Economic Management and
Growth” (first draft submitted April 26, 2013) the advisory opinion proposals that began with Himalayan Consensus
and African Consensus initiatives and continued through the EU Dialogue process.

A comparison of the two documents follows highlighting the inception process of how ideas introduced by the
Himalayan Consensus and African Consensus through the EU-China Dialogue process have become adopted as a
national policy for scaling environmental economics on a mega proportion by China.
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POLICY DECISION

POLICY PROPOSAL

Opinions of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
and State Council -

“Sixteen Measures” on Green Macro Economic Management and
Growth.

TOWARD CONSTRUCTING ECOLOGICAL CIVILIZATION.
Final Draft Adopted April 25, 2015.

TOWARD CONSTRUCTING ECOLOGICAL CIVILIZATION
First Draft Submitted April 26, 2013.

a) Defining Ecological Civilization
Accelerating
the
development
of
“Ecological
Civilization” is an intrinsic requirement to accelerate the
transformation of the pattern of economic development
and improve the quality and efficiency of development,
an inevitable choice to put people first and promote
social harmony, the choice of the times to build a
moderately prosperous society and realize the dream of
great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation (Reference:
Article 1).

	
  

a) Defining Ecological Civilization
“Ecological civilization” can be broadly defined as a
new economic paradigm for healthy, holistic and
sustainable improvements in the quality of life of
Chinese people today and of future generations. The
China Dream in its multi-faceted framework must
balance material, spiritual and ecological aspects in
establishing a paradigm for healthy, holistic and
sustainable improvements in the quality of life for the
Chinese nation (Reference: Third Draft, Page 5).
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b) Water Conservation and Recycling
We should strengthen water demand management,
determine the demand according to the amount of water,
curb irrational demand for water, promote the balance
between population, economy and water resources and build
a water-conserving society. We should promote high-efficient
water-saving technologies and products, develop watersaving agriculture, strengthen water conservation in urban
areas and promote water-saving transformation of
enterprises. We should actively exploit and use recycled
water, mine water, cloud water, seawater and other
unconventional water sources, and strictly control disorder
water diversion and man-made waterscape projects to
improve the security level of water resources (Reference:

b) Water Conservation and Recycling
Grand Blue Canal a comprehensive national water
conservancy infrastructure and wastewater treatment
together with water and waste recycling facilities, as a
nation-wide development will save water, reduce
unnecessary water waste, improve people’s hygiene,
create jobs and stimulate growth.
Green Urban Community model integrating the Grand
Blue Canal comprehensive water systems into planning for
smart buildings requiring an aggressive policy to be
implemented and enforced to promote energy efficient
building codes in commercial and residential real estate
sectors (Reference: Second Draft, Article 3).

Article 13).

c) Natural Water Management
We should implement the water pollution prevention and
control initiatives, strictly protect drinking water sources,
comprehensively promote environmental control in
conservation areas, source areas and other water sources
and strengthen whole-process water management to ensure
safety of drinking water; strengthen water pollution
prevention and control in major river basins, regions and
coastal water areas and keep the ecological environment of
lakes in good conditions, control and regulate freshwater
aquaculture and strictly control the discharge of pollutants
into rivers (lakes and seas); and promote the prevention and
control of groundwater pollution.” (Reference: Article 15)

	
  

c) Natural Water Management
Government policy should be based on integrated river
basin management and utilize the connection of riverine
and lake systems, equitable water allocation, effective
flood and drought management, sustainable hydropower,
river restoration, and payments for ecosystem services to
conserve freshwater ecosystems. Also essential are
effective platforms for engaging different stakeholders in
water resource management, and improved water
efficiency in all sectors. (Reference: Second Draft Explanatory
Notes)
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d) Marine Fisheries
Control the intensity of marine development, speed up to
adjust the economic structure and industrial layout in marine
areas suitable for development, and actively develop marine
emerging industries of strategic importance, carry out strict
eco-environment
assessment,
improve
intensive
conservation and comprehensive utilization of resources and
minimize the impact on the marine ecological environment.
We should strictly control the total mass of the land based
pollutants discharged into the sea, establish and implement
the total discharge control system in the key sea areas,
strengthen the management of marine environment,
comprehensive improvement of sea areas and islands and
ecological conservation and restoration and effectively
protect important, sensitive and fragile marine ecosystems.

d) Marine Fisheries
Refine and implement the coastal ecological redline policy
to protect critical coastal wetlands and support biodiversity
and fisheries. Support the development of eco-label
schemes (eg MSC, ASC) for sustainable seafood in China.
Ensure that China’s fishing fleets comply with domestic
and international regulations and promote best
management practices. Minimize the ecological footprint of
China’s fisheries and aquaculture sector and take into
consideration the oceans’ carrying capacity in fisheries
policies and regulations. Enhance domestic and
international efforts to conserve endangered marine
species, for example, sharks, marine turtles, and
humpback whales.
(Reference: Second Draft Explanatory Notes “e”)

(Reference: Article 7)

e) Switching Grids Towards Zero Carbon
We should accelerate research, development and promotion
of nuclear power, wind power, solar photovoltaic power
generation and other new materials and new equipment,
promote the use of biomass power generation, biomass
energy, biogas, geothermal resources, shallow geothermal
energy and ocean energy, develop distributed energy,
construct smart grids and improve the operation and
management system. (Reference: Article 10)

	
  

e) Switching Grids Towards Zero Carbon
The Great Green Energy Grid (Phase I): state
infrastructure investments to convert the national energy
grid from fossil fuels to renewable energy will reduce
carbon footprint, reduce energy import reliance, stabilize
inflation due to energy price rises, create jobs and
stimulate growth. Through this process capitalize the
accumulation of intellectual property and human capital
using green development to lead in the next wave of
technological revolution. (Reference: First Draft, Article 1)
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f) Promoting Green Industry
Promoting the development of green industries. Boost
investment growth through enhancing the energy
conservation and environmental protection engineering
capabilities and release the potential market demand through
improving the policies and mechanisms to significantly
improve the level of energy-efficient and environmentally
friendly technologies, equipment and services and accelerate
to cultivate new economic growth points. We should launch
major technology and equipment industrialization programs
in the energy conservation and environmental protection
industries, plan and construct demonstration bases, regulate
the development of energy conservation and environmental
protection market and guide the input of social funds
investment through various channels to form new pillar
industries. We should work vigorously to develop energyefficient and new energy vehicles. (Reference: Article 10)

g) Protecting Heritage Landscape
We must protect natural landscapes, inherit the historical
culture, advocate urban morphological diversity, maintain the
unique landscapes, and prevent “all cities having the same
look”. (Reference: Article 5)

	
  

f) Promoting Green Industry
The Great Green Transport Grid (Phase II): State
infrastructure investments to support upgrading of mass
transit to smart, green systems based on renewable
energy with energy efficiency fixtures and appliances will
increase efficiency, relieve urban congestion and transport
deadlocks, create jobs and stimulate growth. Investments
in upgrading electric grid and mass transit networks will
generate immediate economic stimulus and job creation.
More importantly, they will lay down the foundation for
adopting more carbon-free energy sources like wind and
solar. Upgrading transportation system will yield significant
economic and environmental benefits. Effective policies
are needed to: encourage the use of mass transit, to adopt
higher standards for gas and diesel fuels, to expand the
production and use of electric vehicles, compressed
natural gas powered vehicles and other advanced
automobiles. (Reference: Second Draft, Article 2)

g) Protecting Heritage Landscape
Adopt ratios of green space to architecture, with
preservation of heritage architecture and historic sections
of cities for future generations. (Reference: Third Draft,
Article 2.2.1)
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h) Smart Cities
We should set strict conditions and procedures for
establishing new cities and districts. We should enhance the
energy-saving concept in the process of urbanization,
vigorously develop green buildings and low-carbon,
convenient transportation systems. (Reference: Article 5)

i) Green Cities
Promote the construction of green eco-cities and improve the
level of urban water supply and drainage, waterlogging
prevention, rainwater collection and use, heat supply, gas
supply and environment infrastructures. We should strictly
implement the building energy efficiency standards,
accelerate energy conservation and heat metering
reconstruction for existing buildings, promote the use of
renewable energy in buildings in terms of standards, design
and construction, and encourage building industrialization
and other construction modes. (Reference: Article 5)

h) Smart Cities
Smart, urban planning to relieve congestion and
automobile usage through energy efficient transportation,
the construction of smart renewable and efficient energy
systems for buildings, comprehensive waste treatment and
recycling. (Reference: Third Draft, Article 2.2.1)

i) Green Cities
Cities across the country will need to invest in green
infrastructure to adopt renewable energy for all major
infrastructure, transport, and waste disposal treatment,
energy efficiency lighting systems and water savings. For
the sake of energy efficiency some areas may require
decentralization of energy at the local level,
comprehensive water systems into planning for smart
buildings requiring an aggressive policy to be implemented
and enforced to promote energy efficient building codes in
commercial and residential real estate sectors. Updated
building codes will increase the use of thermal insulation
materials, solar panels, energy efficient lighting and
appliances. These will help create green jobs and lead
to significant energy savings. (Reference: First Draft, Article
3)
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j) Green Real Estate Finance
We should increase financial input and make overall
arrangements for the relevant funds to support resource
conservation and recycling, new energy and renewable
energy
development
and
utilization,
environmental
infrastructure construction, ecological restoration and
construction, development and demonstration of advanced
technology and other aspects. (Reference: Article 22)

j) Green Real Estate Finance
Require preferential construction financing for green urban
footprint construction (smart buildings utilizing solar and
energy efficiency for electricity needs) and supportive
preferential real estate loans encouraging consumers to
purchase units in green real estate residential and
commercial projects. Bank lending policy should prioritize
comprehensive smart green real estate developments that
adopt both renewable and efficient energy, together with
water waste treatment and conservation. (Reference:
Second Draft, Article 5)

k) Fiscal Incentives
Energy-intensive and high-polluting products should be
included in the scope of consumption tax. We should change
the current environmental protection fee into an environment
tax, accelerate the price-based reform of resource taxes, tidy
up and cancel the relevant charging funds, and gradually
expand the scope of resource tax to all natural ecological
spaces. We should improve the tax incentives for energy
conservation and environmental protection, new energy and
ecological construction. (Reference: Article 22)

k) Fiscal Incentives
Financing the Great Green Grid will require coordinated
fiscal, monetary and financial policy. Fiscal policy should
encourage manufacturing and export promotion of energy
efficiency products through tax incentives and rebates and
rebates or tax deductions for consumers purchasing
green. Issues involving environmental, technology and
industry standards, credit and fiscal policy, will require a
specially empowered ministerial body with over-arching
powers to coordinate between sectors, monitor and
establish comprehensive policy. (Reference: Second Draft
Explanatory Notes)
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l) Consumer Green Credit
We should work vigorously to develop energy conservation
and environmental protection industries, stimulate consumer
demand through promoting the use of energy-efficient and
environmentally friendly products. (Reference: Article 22)

l) Consumer Green Credit
Consumer lending policy should encourage and guide
potential homeowners to prioritize purchase in smart green
renewable/efficient energy developments, adopting water
waste treatment and conservation, and not provide such
favorable
encouragement
for
those
purchasing
developments that are not within the comprehensive
environmental policy of the state. (Reference: Second Draft,
Article 6)

m) Green Capital Market Financing
We should promote green credit and support eligible projects
to raise funds from the capital market, explore the financing
models such as mortgage based on the carbon emission rate
of a development, deepen trials for environmental pollution
liability insurance and explore to establish the catastrophe
insurance system. (Reference: Article 22)

m) Green Capital Market Financing
Fiscal spending financed by Green bonds will play a
central role. China’s equity markets can evolve to support
green and social enterprise funds. Renewable and efficient
energy financing of which may be supported by creative
finances in the form of green bonds, social enterprise
equity funds, and other tradable instruments. (Reference:
Second Draft, Article 4)

n) Financing Green -Tech Industry
We should launch major technology and equipment
industrialization programs in the energy conservation and
environmental protection industries, plan and construct
demonstration bases, regulate the development of energy
conservation and environmental protection market and guide
the input of social funds investment through various channels
to form new pillar industries. (Reference: Article 10)

	
  

n) Financing Green – Tech Industry
Support manufactures to export renewable sector
technology/equipment and energy efficient electronics
internationally that will drive China’s new ways of export
promotion of light industrial and electronic products in a
national “global green” program that will drive a new era of
growth for industry and employment. (Reference: Second
Draft, Article 2)
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o) Energy Efficient Investment Promotion
Boost investment growth through enhancing the energy
conservation and environmental protection engineering
capabilities and release the potential market demand through
improving the policies and mechanisms to significantly
improve the level of energy-efficient and environmentally
friendly technologies, equipment and services and accelerate
to cultivate new economic growth points. (Reference: Article
10)

o) Energy Efficient Investment Promotion
Favorable policies should encourage private sector
participation. Through preferential lending promote
manufacture of wide ranging energy efficiency products,
from
televisions
and
electrical
appliances
to
comprehensive solar and waste treatment facilities,
systems and equipment. A new phase of Chinese
infrastructure and manufacturing growth will be based on
renewable and efficient energy. (Reference: Third Draft,
Article 2.3)

p) National Carbon Trading and Investment
We should establish the energy saving and carbon emission
right trading system, deepen trials for trading of energy
saving and carbon emission rights and promote
establishment of the nationwide carbon emission right
trading market. (Reference: Article 23)

p) National Carbon Trading and Investment
Carbon Development Mechanism operated under the
Ministry of Finance (following expiration of Kyoto Protocol)
can convert to become a Green Development Growth
Fund and pioneer equity investments to stimulate private
sector co-participation. (Reference: Second Draft Explanatory
Notes)

q) Rethinking and Rebalancing GDP
We should include consumption of resources, environmental
damage, ecological benefits and other indicators into the
comprehensive evaluation system for economic and social
development, substantially increase their assessment
weights and strengthen the binding of indicators, and we
should not simply assess the performance of governments
by economic growth. (Reference: Article 25)

	
  

q) Rethinking and Rebalancing GDP
China should establish its own development matrix and
measurements of economic achievements that is more
holistic and environmentally conscious than the current
GDP approach. China needs (“GDP +++”) (+ environment
+ Healthcare+ social well- being). New measures of
success, quality not quantity growth are needed. China
needs to find a way to measure success of Government.
(Reference: Third Draft, Article 2.1)
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r) Promoting Officials = Environment > GDP
We should cancel regional GDP assessment in the areas
under prohibited or restrictive ecological development and in
the national key counties for poverty alleviation displaying
ecological fragility; implement the performance assessment
that gives priority to agriculture and ecological protection in
main agricultural production areas and key ecological
function areas; focus on evaluating the authenticity and
integrity of natural and cultural resources in key functional
areas under prohibited or restrictive ecological development.
According to the assessment results, the areas, entities and
individuals that have made outstanding achievements in
development of ecological civilization should be commended
and awarded. We should explore ways to establish the
balance sheet for natural resources and audit the natural
resource properties and environmental responsibilities for
leaders leaving their posts. (Reference: Article 25)

s) Promote Conservation Not Consumption
We should adhere to the principle of giving high priority to
conserving resources protecting the environment and
promoting its natural restoration in resources development
and conservation we should give priority to conservation and
maintain suitable economic and social development with
minimal resource consumption. (Reference: Article 2)

r) Promoting Officials = Environment > GDP
As local official must rely on GDP as a measure of their
achievement, it has led to redundant infrastructure
investment that has wasted energy and resources,
causing inflation, imbalance in the labor markets, and
inflated social expectations. A new measurement must be
applied to a National and Local government economic
achievement, industry and business measurements of
good corporate compliance, and individual measurements
of social success and status. Moreover, this needs to
apply not only to measuring government economic policy
achievement but measuring corporate and individual
personal success as well. In addition to refining the
performance
matrix
for
economic
development,
policymakers should provide clear and specific guidance
on the implementation of the energy and environmental
policy. (Reference: Third Draft, Article 2.1)

s) Promote Conservation Not Consumption
Part of the problem of the western model of conspicuous
promotion has been promoted in China over the last years
on the advice of the World Bank. Media encourages youth
to over-consume, following the pattern of American youth.
This is not sustainable in a nation of 1.3 billion people.
Youth expectations need to be managed to value the
concern of sustained natural environment. (Reference: Third
Draft, Article 2.5)
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t) Education – Technical R&D

t) Education – Technical R&D

Construct a number of education bases… promoting scientific
and technological innovation… research activities in the field of
ecological civilization development while deepening the reform
of the science and technology system. We should strengthen
research on major scientific and technological issues… in key
technologies in the areas such as energy conservation, recycling
of resources, new energy development, pollution control and
ecological restoration and make breakthroughs in basic research
and R&D of cutting-edge technologies. We should …give full
play to the decisive role of market in selecting the development
direction and technology roadmap of green industries. …We
should support the construction of engineering and technology
research centers, laboratories and experimental bases in the
field of ecological civilization. …strengthen the building of
scientific and technological professional teams in basic research,
testing, research and development, engineering application and
marketing services in the field of ecological civilization.

The massive Technical and technological transformation
requires to realize the vision of ecological civilization will
involve training the whole new generation with fresh and
relevant skills. Financial support for advanced education in
renewable and efficient energy sectors involving energy
and technology development as well as commercialization
is recommended.
Business training from operations to capital markets and
finance will ne necessary for a whole new generation that
will be able to turn renewable efficient energy technologies
into profitable business and financial instruments that will
allow not just sustainability but the development or a real
green Economy. Education must span across sectors and
social strata from graduate studies to blue collars workers
and will involve programs for technical skill development
and training across a spectrum of fields for technicians,
mechanics. (Reference: Second Draft, Article 14 & Third Draft,

(Reference: Article 8)

Article 2.5)

u) Ecological Values
Ecological ethics should become the mainstream value of
the society and an important part of socialist core values.
We should start with children and adolescents and with
family and school education and guide the whole society to
establish the awareness of ecological civilization. (Reference:

u) Ecological Values
Values must change to protect the nation’s biodiversity
and to encourage each family and individual to be
responsible not to waste energy and resources.
(Reference: Second Draft, Article 15)

Article 29)
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v) Raising Awareness

v) Raising Awareness

Raising people's awareness of ecological civilization.
Ecological civilization education should be an important part
of quality education and included into the national education
system and the cadre education and training system.

Campaigns for education and sensitivity awareness
building can be constructed through education, media and
dissemination of information through traditional and new
channels of communication and social networks.

(Reference: Article 29)

(Reference: Second Draft, Article 15)

w) Natural Resources Conservation
Protecting and restoring the natural ecosystems. We should
accelerate to construct the ecological security shelters and
form the strategic ecological security pattern with the
backbone comprising of the ecological shelters along
Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, the ecological shelters along Loess
Plateau-Sichuan and Yunnan, the northeast forest zones, the
northern sand-break belts and southern hilly land and the
important river systems formed by major rivers, and with
other major ecological function zones as the important
support and the prohibited development zones as important
components. We should implement major ecological
restoration projects and expand the area of forests, lakes
and wetlands. We should improve the vegetation coverage of
sandy areas and grasslands to realize their orderly
rehabilitation. We should strengthen protection of forests and
expand the scope of protection of natural forest resources to
the whole country; vigorously carry out afforestation and
forest management, stabilize and expand the scope of
returning farmland to forest lands and accelerate the
construction of shelterbelt system; improve the management
system for state-owned forest farms and state-owned forest
areas and deepen the reform of the collective forest right
system. We should develop organic agriculture, ecological
agriculture and special economic forests, under-forest
economy, forest tourism and other forest industries.
(Reference: Article 14)

	
  

w) Natural Resources Conservation
Re-Greening China as a Patriotic Commitment to Future
Generations: National resources should be directed to the
protection and restoration of forest an grassland, which will
assure a sustainable environment while creating rural jobs.
Preservation of the ecosystem should not be overlooked.
This national program carried out at all levels will involve
re-forestation, ending unnecessary and unregulated
indiscriminate mining, especially in sensitive bio-diversity
zones, and the creation of national parks on greater tracts
of forest, mountain range and grassland. (Reference:
Second Draft, Article 3-C)
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“TOWARD CONSTRUCTING ECOLOGICAL CIVILIZATION” POLICY DOCUMENT DRAFTING AND ADVISORY GROUP
Honorary Chair:
Maurice Strong, former United Nations Undersecretary General, Convener of the 1992 Earth Summit and Rio+20
Working Group Chair:
Zhu Yanlai, Bank of China Vice President and daughter of former Premier Zhu Rongji
Key Policy Drafter:
Laurence Brahm, international lawyer and economist, Executive Director Himalayan Consensus Institute
Coordinator of Working Groups:
Chris Brown, Director EU - China Policy Dialogues
Core Policy Drafting Team:
Laurence Brahm (Executive Director Himalayan Consensus Institute), Chris Brown (Director, EU-China Policy Dialogues), Felix
Richter (European Union Policy Dialogues Environmental Expert), Tang Dingding (Director International Relations, China Ministry of
Environmental Protection), Huang Miao (China Ministry of Environmental Protection International Relations Deputy), Yu Hai
(Director , China Ministry of Environmental Protection Policy Research Center for Environmental Economics) and Zhao Yong Liang
(Deputy Director, China Ministry of Environmental Protection Policy Research Center for Environmental Economics).
Working Advisory Group:
Li Jiange (Chairman, Shenyin Wangguo Securities, former chief monetary advisor to former Premier Zhu Rongji), Li Lin (WWF China
Country Representative), Chen Boping (WWF China), Sun Yiting (WWF China), Seth Cooper (WWF China), Kari Hiltunen (Tekkes
Finnish Environmental Technology Representative at the Finnish Embassy in Beijing, Coordinator “Beautiful Beijing” Program), Tu
Ruihe（Deputy Director General, Department of International Cooperation, Ministry of Environmental Protection), Wang Fengchun
(Deputy Director, Environmental and Resources Protection Committee of NPC), Xia Guang (Director, Policy Research Center for
Environment and Economy, Ministry of Environmental Protection)，Liu Ning （Director of Division of European Affairs, Department
of International Cooperation, Ministry of Environmental Protection).
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The Kick-off Workshop of PDSF II Project “Institutional Innovation of Ecological Civilization”
The kick-off workshop of “Institutional Innovation of Ecological Civilization” was held in Beijing on February 24, 2014. Mr. Tu Ruihe,
the Deputy Director of the International Affairs Department of Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP), and Ms. Heidi Hiltunen, the
Environmental Counsellor of the EU Delegation to China attended the meeting. More than 40 representatives from MEP, EU
Delegation to China, National People's Congress (NPC), Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), Ministry of Water
Resources (MWR), PDSF II, United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), Chinese Academy for Environmental Planning
(CAEP), Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), World Wild Fund (WWF), the Nature Conservancy (TNC), the German Agency for
International Cooperation (GIZ), Guiyang and Hangzhou Environmental Protection Agency, and European experts of project task
force participant the workshop. The dialogue built a platform for participants discussing on relevant issues of ecological civilization
and achieved a great success.
“Institutional Innovation of Ecological Civilization” is jointly supported by PDSF II and Policy Research Center for Environmental and
Economy (PRCEE), MEP. The dialogue partners are DG Environment and MEP. This workshop is the important phase of the project,
and two themes were set: EU’s and China’s perspectives of ecological institutional innovation. EU and Chinese experts discussed
the topics such as general ideas and directions of ecological institutional innovation, local practices on ecological civilization, the
EU’s understanding of ecological civilization, the experiences of resources efficiency and green economy of EU member states, etc.
The workshop is meaningful for promoting the dialogue between DG Environment and MEP, learning the EU’s experiences on
setting sustainable development goals, green growth, resource efficiency and ecological innovation, broadcasting the concept of
ecological civilization to the EU, and supporting the institutional innovation of ecological civilization in China both at central and local
level. Meanwhile, the workshop results are also supportive for the 2014 EU-China high-level environmental policy dialogue.
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Kick-off Workshop of EU-China PDSF Project on "Institutional Innovation of Ecological Civilization"
Participants List
中欧政策对话项目“生态文明制度创新”启动研讨会
参会人员名单
24-25 Feb. 2014 2014 年 2 月 24-25 日
Name
姓名

	
  

Organization and Title
工作单位和职务

Tu Ruihe
涂瑞和

Deputy Director General, Department of International Cooperation, Ministry of Environmental Protection
环境保护部 国际合作司 副司长

Wang Fengchun
王凤春

Deputy Director, Environmental and Resources Protection Committee of NPC
全国人大环资委法案室 副主任

Xia Guang
夏光

Director, Policy Research Center for Environment and Economy, Ministry of Environmental Protection
环境保护部环境与经济政策研究中心 主任

Liu Ning
刘宁

Director of Division of European Affairs, Department of International Cooperation, Ministry of Environmental
Protection
环境保护部 国际合作司 欧洲处处长

Heidi Hiltunen
何海迪

Environment Counsellor, EU Delegation
欧盟驻华代表团 环境参赞

Cesar Moreno

Science, Technology and Environment Section, EU Delegation to China
欧盟驻华代表团

Feng Mei
冯	
  梅

Science, Technology and Environment Section, EU Delegation to China
欧盟驻华代表团

Wang Zhengyu
王正育

Science, Technology and Environment Section, EU Delegation to China
欧盟驻华代表团
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Louise Tideman

Science, Technology and Environment Section, EU Delegation to China
欧盟驻华代表团

Helena Ou
欧庆辉

Climate Change & Energy Officer, British Embassy
英国驻华使馆，气候变化及能源官员

Ágnes Kárteszi

Embassy of Hungary in China

Hortenzia Hosszú

Embassy of Hungary in China

Anne Timmerman

Embassy of Belgium in China

Kari Hiltunen

Embassy of Finland in China

Marielle Valle
Jewander

Embassy of Sweden in China

Almudena
Mínguez Matorras

Embassy of Spain in China

Carlos Vaquero

Embassy of Spain in China

Kang Yanrong
康彦荣

Director, Institute of Policy and Economy,China Academy of Telecommunication Research, Ministry of Industry
and Information Technology
工信部电信研究院政策与经济研究所 主任

Dong Yanfei
董燕飞

International Economic and Technical Cooperation and Exchange Center, Ministry of Water Resources
水利部国际经济技术合作交流中心 处长

Yu Hai
俞海

Director of Division of Environmental Strategy, Policy Research Center for Environment and Economy,
Ministry of Environmental Protection
环境保护部环境与经济政策研究中心 环境战略部 主任
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Tian Chunxiu
田春秀

Director of General Office, Policy Research Center for Environment and Economy, Ministry of Environmental
Protection
环境保护部环境与经济政策研究中心 办公室 主任

Jiang Hongqiang
蒋洪强

Director of State Environmental Protection Key Laboratory of Environmental Planning and Policy Simulation,
Chinese Academy for Environmental Planning
国家环境保护环境规划与政策模拟重点实验室 主任

Huang Miao
黄	
  淼

Deputy Director of Division of European Affairs, Department of International Cooperation, Ministry of
Environmental Protection
环境保护部 国际合作司 欧洲处副处长

Kang Yun
康赟

Division of European Affairs, Department of International Cooperation, Ministry of Environmental Protection
环境保护部 国际合作司 欧洲处

Chris Brown
克里斯•布朗

Programme Manager, EU-China Policy Dialogues Support Facility II
中国-欧盟政策对话支持项目二期 项目主管

Zheng Xijun
郑希军

Project Coordinator, EU-China Policy Dialogues Support Facility II
中国-欧盟政策对话支持项目二期 项目协调员

Laurence Brahm
龙安志

EU Policy Advisor, Himalayan Consensus Institute, African Consensus Forum.
欧方专家,喜马拉雅共识机构，非洲共识

Felix Richter

EU Expert
欧方专家

Dimitri de Boer
龙	
  迪	
  

Team Leader for EU-China Environmental Governance Programme
中欧环境治理项目主管

Wang Huijiong
王慧炯

国务院发展研究中心，研究员

Li Shantong
李善同

国务院发展研究中心，研究员
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Qiao Yunqing
谯运清

Chief Economist of Guiyang Ecological Civilization Construction Commission
贵阳市生态文明建设委员会，总经济师

Zhou Hongyu
周宏宇

Department Director of Guiyang Ecological Civilization Construction Commission
贵阳市生态文明建设委员会，处长/经济师、工程师

Zhang Yongliang	
  	
  
张永亮

Research Fellow, Policy Research Center for Environment and Economy, Ministry of Environmental Protection
环境保护部环境与经济政策研究中心 助理研究员

Huang Desheng 	
  
黄德生	
  

Research Fellow, Policy Research Center for Environment and Economy, Ministry of Environmental Protection
环境保护部环境与经济政策研究中心 助理研究员

Zhang Yan
张燕

Research Assistant, Policy Research Center for Environment and Economy, Ministry of Environmental
Protection
环境保护部环境与经济政策研究中心 研究助理

Zhang Shigang
张世钢

Coordinator of UNEP China Office
联合国环境规划署驻华代表处首席代表

Zhang Jianyu
张建宇

Program Director of Environmental Defense Fund's China Project
美国环保协会中国项目主任

Chen Boping
陈波平

Director of Policy and International Strategy of WWF China Program Office
世界自然基金会北京代表处政策与国际战略主任

Yin Le
尹	
  乐

The Nature Conservancy
大自然保护协会

Yu Qian
于倩

The Nature Conservancy
大自然保护协会

Ursula Becker

Project Director of Sino-German Environmental Partnership, GIZ

Dai Min

Technical Advisor of Sino-German Environmental Partnership, GIZ
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Institutional Innovation of Ecological Civilization Inception Meeting (Feb 24, 2014)
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IDEA INCEPTION – Cop 17 Side Event Calls for Total Reduction of Carbon First
“Ecological Civilization” Draft Presented to State Council
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At the UNFCC Cop 17, African Consensus and Himalayan Consensus convened chief negotiators from China, India, Brazil and
Africa in calling for national policies toward total reduction of carbon outside the UNFCC which was viewed as stalling action due to
the dominance of the US negotiating team beholden to oil lobbying interests. This side event and the commitments by China and
India in seeking total reduction led to the first draft of “Toward Constructing Ecological Civilization” which is being presented by
Laurence Brahm to Minister Li Wei of the Economic Development Research Center of China’s State Council. Li Wei was once
personal secretary to former Premier Zhu Rongji and now serves as the chief economic advisor to China’s top leadership. He
welcomed the draft “Toward Construction Ecological Civilization” and the concept of “environmental economics” as a driver for a new
type of growth that is more balanced and sustainable with a broader matrix of development goals.
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